
Part Eight: Grand Complications

2 The grand complication, or, as Philippe Dufour once described it, “the club

sandwich” is the watch manufacturer’s showcase; the equivalent of a supercar.

Just like a Ferrari Enzo or Koenigsegg CCX, these superwatches are the

ultimate in ‘look at me’ statuswear, made as much for the sake of it as for 

the unlimited expression of the craft’s proudest facets. Similarly, they are

awe-inspiring, hugely impractical, prone to expensive breakdowns, and, 

of course, very collectable. Handle with care, those lucky few!
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The start
The superwatch traces its roots to the middle part

of the last century, the first rendition being the

James Schulz ultra-complication from 1930, with

perpetual calendar, chronograph and minute

repeater. Schulz commissioned the Victorin Piguet

brothers for the movement and the Stern brothers

(ancestors of the family that now owns Patek

Philippe) for the dial. The finished article remained

the world’s most complicated wristwatch until

Patek matched it in the early 1980s, and it was

second-best performer at Christie’s record watch

sale in November – sold above the high estimate

for SFr.1,330,000. 

Patek produced its first superwatch in 1939, 

with watch no. 198340 – a unique piece made in

platinum, with a perpetual calendar and minute

repeater. Often described as the most important

wristwatch of the 20th century, it was the only

wristwatch featured in Watches, the horological

bible written by Daniels and Clutton. It was 

sold in 1996 by Antiquorum for a then-record

SFr.2,093,500 – nearly one million pounds!

And, as usual, the boom of the

modern superwatch can be traced 

back to Patek. As part of the 150th anniversary

celebrations in 1989, the ref. 3974 perpetual

calendar with minute repeater was launched.

Despite its complexity and high price

(£260,000–280,000, shortly before being replaced

by the ref. 5074), it was a huge success

commercially. Today, examples rarely appear at

auction, and when they do, prices in excess of

£200,000 are not unusual. The ref. 3974 was a

proud statement of technical superiority to the

rest of the industry. 

Crescendo
The response was not long coming. Blancpain – 

a company already synonymous with the

rejuvenation of haute horlogerie – sought to

combine every complication from 1988’s six

‘Masterpieces of the Watchmaking Art’. The result

was the ‘1735’. Production of just 30 pieces began

in 1991, and continues to this day, as each watch

takes 18 months to complete. Just as the McLaren

F1 had set new standards in supercardom, the

(Above) IWC’s Il Destriero Scafusia superwatch, which
enjoys frequent recurrence at auction. (This example 
sold at Sotheby’s Geneva in 2005 for SFr.228,000.)
Originally produced over six years in a limited edition 
of 125 examples, the 125th was finished on 
31st Dec 1999 at 11:59:59pm!

(Right) One of the first to challenge the grand old
houses at the grand complication game was Franck
Muller. This ref. 1790 QPTR (QP, tourbillon, rattrapante)
from 2002 was sold last year for just $76,700. 

Superwatches, like supercars, are by their very

nature super-expensive and from a collecting

perspective, most will never be more than just your

‘dream watch’. But dreaming is good, and it never

stopped me from fantasising about that Patek

Philippe ref. 3974 in platinum, with black dial and

Breguet numerals!

Superwatches’ depreciation is, depending on your

point of view, no more than that of regular watch.

Most dealers will pay up to 50% of the original

retail price for a used watch, and the same rule

applies for the superwatch – so not bad then. That

is until you work out 50% of £300,000, as opposed

to £3,000… Of course, there are exceptions: Pateks

in particular hold their value extremely well, and in

time can actually sell above their retail price. 

The evolution of complexity and enduring

collectability of superwatches over the last 50 years

was exemplified by two subsequent pages of

advertsing in Issue 21: a Sotheby’s ad displaying the

ultimate superwatch of the Fifties – Patek’s ref. 2499

with perpetual calendar and chronograph – preceded

by Bonhams’ ad for the 21st-century super-Patek –

ref. 5016 with perpetual calendar, minute repeater

and tourbillon. Predictably, both were sold easily, for

SFr.2.2m (a record for Sotheby’s) and £252,000

respectively. An extremely exclusive market,

therefore, but a market nonetheless…
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(Above) Patek Philippe’s 150th anniverary ref. 3974, which ran from 1989
until 1997, when production was ceased. Originally approx. £260,000–280,000,
this minute repeater and perpetual calendar model holds a current re-sale
value of approx. £200,000. Note the cathedral gongs, which wrap around 
the calibre circumference twice to give a deeper chime.

(Right) In 1988 Blancpain presented ‘Six Masterpieces of the Watchmaking Art’,
then proceeded to combine all six complications into one watch, the ‘1735’,
launched in 1991. Calibre 1735 comprises 740 finely finished movement parts.
This example was estimated to fetch $320,000–370,000, but eventually went
for $579,600 at Antiquorum in June last year.

Blancpain sought to combine every complication 
from 1988’s six ‘Masterpieces of the Watchmaking 
Art’ watches. The result was the ‘1735’ grand
complication of 1991. 
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featuring the usual suspects (perpetual calendar,

tourbillon and minute repeater). But on the back

dial you have sidereal time, a skychart,  as well as

phase and orbit of the moon. 

Not to be outdone, Vacheron Constantin celebrated

its 250th in 2005 with the ‘Tour de I’lle’ – named

after one of the historical sites of this venerable

firm, next to the current Maison Vacheron Constantin

on Geneva’s Quai de l’Ile. Boasting 16 complications

on two faces, just seven examples of this tour de

force will be made. The first was sold at Antiquorum’s

Vacheron-themed sale for a jaw-dropping SFr.1.9m.

Two faces good, three faces better – at least

according to Jaeger-LeCoultre. Last year,

celebrating 75 years of the acclaimed Reverso,

Jaeger stunned the horological fraternity with its

Triptyque (see p.89). The third face is set in the

Reverso carriage, and displays the perpetual

calendar. It has 18 complications – two more than

VC – including equation of time, times of sunset

and sunrise as well as a zodiacal calendar with 

an astronomical chart. With 75 pieces being made

in platinum, for ‘just’ €450,000, the Triptyque

should be slightly less impossible to find than

Vacheron’s supercomplication.

In 2000, Audemars Piguet launched its ‘Tradition

d’Excellence’ cabinet collection. Just eight pieces

are to be produced, each in a limited edition of 20

and all in platinum, naturally. Slightly behind the

original schedule, we’re up to just the fifth piece

now (a Millenary QP; see p.88), but the first piece,

in a Jules Audemars case, certainly set the

standard, combining a minute repeater, tourbillon

and a split-seconds chronograph for SFr.473,000.

A truly sublime, and unusually elegant grand

complication, one has already been sold by

Antiquorum for $335,000. But as the Tradition

d’Excellence series nears its climax, re-sale values

for all eight pieces should rocket.

While it might seem that, for ‘superwatch’

status, one merely needs to 

sandwich one complication on to

another, there have been some

extraordinary developments that

push the boundaries of the art

beyond tradition, often with very

few complications, if any. Just as

the Bugatti Veyron tore up the

traditional rulebook for a supercar,

the race to create the world’s

ultimate superwatch has resulted

in the birth of some of the most

remarkable creations imaginable.

In fact, Parmigiani’s Bugatti

Veyron-inspired watch, the

The ref. 5002 Sky Moon Tourbillon
– the most complicated wristwatch
ever produced by Patek – retails
for £493,300 in yellow gold.
Minute repeater with cathedral
gongs, tourbillon, QP and,
indicated on the rear face, 
sidereal time, skychart, phase 
and orbit of the moon. Two 
are made every year; Patek 
only knows how many more 
are on its order books.

The ref. 5016 minute-repeating tourbillon perpetual calendar
in rose gold (£304,100) combines the top three prestige
complications to form Patek’s superwatch of now. Note the
exquisite finish on the spokes of the calibre’s central wheel.
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1735 – incorporating perpetual calendar, split-

seconds chronograph, moonphase, minute repeater

and tourbillon – elevated the standards required for

a superwatch. And in case you’re wondering: 

it’s yours for circa £400,000. (Antiquorum sold 

one in June this year for $579,600 – so a bit of a

bargain then!)

IWC launched the amazing Il Destriero Scafusia 

in 1993 as a limited edition celebrating the

company’s 125th birthday. Boasting a tourbillon,

split-seconds chronograph, minute repeater and

perpetual calendar, it emulated the Blancpain. But,

whilst considerably less expensive, IWC’s grand

complication was certainly not technically inferior.

Examples appear relatively frequently at auction;

the three sold by Antiquorum last year (all in the

US, incidentally) went for between $154,200 and

$232,400 (ca £78,000–115,000).

Emerging houses such as Frank Muller and Gérald

Genta have produced extraordinary renditions of

the superwatch concept. Muller, especially, found

fame with his ref. 1790 QPTR; a perpetual-calendar

spilt-seconds chronograph, with tourbillon and,

uniquely, equation of time. Current values for this

prestigious piece are in the region of £40,000. This

was not before the most famous supercomplication

in the world had passed through Muller’s hands,

however. In 1989, he won the commission to update

a 19th-century Piguet pocket watch movement

containing a minute repeater and grande et petite

sonnerie (the only survivor of three originally

made). Muller added some 160 parts to the original

movement (a perpetual calendar with retrograde

month, weekday, date, 24-hour indication, leap-year

indication, moonphase and even a thermometer for

the internal temperature, as well as a retrograde

monthly equation indication), bringing the total to

651 parts. Presented at Basel 1992 to immediate

acclaim, its owner, Lord Arran then passed the

watch onto Paul Gerber, who upgraded it with the

world’s smallest flying tourbillon (121 parts, with

no increase in the movement’s height). Amazingly,

by 2003, Gerber somehow found space to work-in

another 265 parts, adding a split-seconds, flyback,

column-wheel chronograph, power reserve

indicator and just 2.6 mm of height. The Piguet,

Muller, Gerber Supercomplication still stands as the

world’s most complicated wristwatch (1116 parts

in total), with perhaps the longest gestation period

of any watch in the history!

Fantastic four
Of course, the four giants of horology all have their

equivalents – series-produced, but only just. 

The longest waiting list has to be for Patek’s

showpiece, of which only two have been made

annually since 2001. The ref. 5002 ‘Sky Moon

Tourbillon’ is a double-faced 43 mm colossus

Paul Gerber finally
completed the Piguet,
Muller, Gerber Super-
complication in 2003, 
over 100 years after the
base pocket-watch
movement was originally
made. A one-off, still
regarded as the most
complicated watch ever
made, Lord Arran – who
originally commissioned
Franck Muller then Gerber
to customise the piece –
remains the lucky owner.
Its value if it ever came to
auction? Beyond anyone’s
current imagination.



machine into the Royal Oak octagon. A world first was the use of

electro-erosion in the manufacture of titanium shock absorbers for

the tourbillon cage. However, the use of titanium for all parts of

the movement was sheer virtuosity. Light yet strong, the movement

was a completely new design based on no other ébauche. Beyond

a ‘dynamograph’ torque indicator and linear power-reserve indicator

calibrated to the number of turns the barrel makes, this is hardly a club

sandwich – yet a superwatch in every sense of the word.

Retailed at €180,000 and made in a limited edition of just 150 pieces, 

its pricetag, provenance and rarity – like all of the aforementioned watches –

practically seals the Concept’s future as a gem in any worthy collection. 

Superwatches, like their supercar counterparts, are expensive, and in the real

world totally impractical. If they should malfunction (which they do very

often) it will cost the price of a Daytona to fix them. Yet they represent the

apotheosis of achievement, and a perfect accompaniment to your Ferrari

Enzo FXX. Just don’t take them both out when it’s raining. �

Next issue: Part 9 – Shaped cases

Audemars Piguet's Royal 
Oak Concept is hardly a club-
sandwich supercomplication –
yet a superwatch in every
sense of the word.

Type 370, is one such watch. A technical masterwork, its mechanism is

revolutionary: all parts of the movement, including the bridges are arranged

along the horizontal axis. The case has been specifically designed to allow a

full cross-section view of the movement, just like those exploded CAD

diagrams of conventional calibres. The Bugatti watch is already cropping-up at

auction, especially in the Far East where modern pieces are enjoying healthy

liquidity nowadays.

High concept 
TAG Heuer similarly challenged the traditional watchmaking rules with the V4

concept. While this remarkable piece still has much more R&D to go, the new

Monaco LS is production-ready. Aesthetically taking its cue from the V4, it has

set new standards for the mechanical chronograph. Based on La Joux-Perret’s

bespoke calibre 360, which records elapsed time to one hundredth of a second,

it also gives us the world premiere of the linear seconds display. It really is a

refreshing change to see such an avant-garde interpretation

of the world’s most popular complication, and for this very

reason deserves to earn respect among collectors.

Audemars Piguet also presented its own unconventional

superwatch in 2002: the leviathan ‘Royal Oak Concept’,

made by AP’s subsidiary Renaud & Papi (if one was to

continue the supercar analogy here, R&P could rightfully

be thought of as the AMG to AP’s Mercedes-Benz – a

custom-shop to rival all others). The Concept’s case

was made of a novel new material, Alacrite 602 – an

ultra-hard cobalt alloy normally at home in the

aerospace industry, which required over 60 hours to
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Sold by Antiquorum significantly over-estimate at $335,000,
this example of Audemars Piguet’s first ‘cabinet’ piece boasts
a tourbillon, minute repeater and rattrapante chronograph.

“An earthquake for the watch industry,” according to 
AP designer, Octavio Garcia: 2003’s Royal Oak Concept 
(150 pieces, originally retailed at €180,000), distinguished
by a unique case shape apparently inspired by creatures of
the deep. The linear power reserve relates to barrel turns:
(one barrel rotation equals about six hours of operation), 
and the ‘dynamograph’ at 12 o’clock indicates torque.


